
This is your plan to follow Steps 1–6. While there is temptation to present you with a model plan, it is best that 
you develop your own from scratch. A model plan would be too easy to copy. The more personal and particular 
to you that your plan is, the more likely you will follow it and it will work for you. Persistent practice works is 
the persistent answer for what works.

Realistically, what are you willing to do on a regular basis to have less ego in your life? What are the biggest 
problems for you? What areas could you have the most success in, and so the most encouragement from? What 
are you willing to do now? What are you willing to do later today? What are you willing to do tomorrow, the 
day after tomorrow, next week?

Ask yourself: What are the biggest challenges for me to give up ego? How will I track progress to keep me 
motivated? How will I deal with discouragement? What has gotten me to quit programs in the past? What will I 
do, and at what time of day will I do it? Will I set aside some time each day or just fit in practice during 
downtime? What will I practice when in relationship with others? What will I practice when alone and thinking? 
What reading and review would help? What categories for practices not listed will I add?

You 3Rs Action Plan needs to be revised weekly at first, then monthly, then quarterly, and finally yearly. 
Additionally, your 3Rs Action Plan needs to be revised whenever it fails or fails to interest you. Similarly, your 
Avert Relapse Plan and Recover Relapse Plan should be revised weekly at first, then monthly, then quarterly, 
and finally yearly. Expect all your plans to need revision, correction, and addition at first and over time.

What practices will you commit to now? What practices will you add and commit to in a week? What 
practices will you add and commit to in a month?

Contemplation practices:
Daily practices:
Fasting practices:
Emotional practices:
Encouragers for practicing:
Exciting practices:
Increase self-talk aversion practices:
Interest boosting practices:
Internal dialogue practices:
Journaling practices:
Meditation practices:
Monitors for practicing:
Monthly practices:
Motivators for practicing:
Notes from Ego to review:
Ongoing practices:
Parts of Ego to reread:
People I can practice with:
Planned retreats:
Play practices:	
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Practices with others:
Prayer practices:
Quotations to recite:
Reading practices:
Recognizing ego practices:
Recognizing original nature practices:
Recognizing self-talk practices:
Recognizing usual suspects:
Rehearsal practices:
Removing ego practices:
Removing self-talk practices:
Removing usual suspects:
Replacing ego practices:
Replacing self-talk practices:
Replacing usual suspects:
Revising usual suspect list:
Rewards for practicing:
Sections of Ego to memorize:
Sections of Ego to recite daily:
Sharing with others practices:
Solitude practices:
Special event practices:
Vacation retreats:
Weekly practices:
Written dialogue practices:
Yearly practices:
Yearly retreat:
Day of the week for plan to be revised:
Day of week to review Avert Plan:
Day of week to review Recover Plan:
Monthly date for plan to be revised:
Monthly date to review Avert Plan:
Monthly date to review Recover Plan:
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One option for retreats are the Krishnamurti centers. Here is a link for some: Krishnamurti 
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